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Impromptu

Customer reported issues corrected in 7.1 MR3 after 7.1 MR2
Type
Code

Description

Number
254768.0

Filesetprinter does not work consistently.

396385.0

Function using literal argument will select database version of function and fail

404308.0

Running macros simultaneously

411328.0

Impromptu cancel query does not terminate

413267.0

IF in calculation cause result value to not be cast to float.

414230.0

A picture in the report header is not rendered properly in PDF

415354.0

Repeated column in crosstab duplicated when header sized to page.

415397.0

Error opening a report that is using a dataset in the filter

419016.0
419036.0
419944
420771.0
421072.0
421636.0
421968.0
424942.0
425306.0
426197.0
426299.0
426812.0
426878.0
427238.0
428166.1
430528.0
431482.0
432063.0
432470.0
432856.0
433346.0
435560.0
Documentation 413509.0
Enhancement 429536.0
Info. Request
414179.0

Cached data is not re-sorted
Impromptu Performance opening a Catalog.
When running reports "Data Receive Error"
GetPromptsDetailForSpecificReport error when running cascading propted reports
GPF with SHF sharing a catalog prompt with the consumer query
Data missing in Sub-Report when saved as PDF
DMS-E-RDS_INTERNAL, Relational data system internal error ? (?, ?).
Nested crosstab headings using multiline wordwrap do not render properly.
Impromptu GPFs when stopping report and removing adding columns
Error 239 using dataset in filter of Impromptu hotsite 7.1.340.112
Cannot create new connection because in manual or distributed transaction mode.
Performing an outer join between a hotfile and db table, filter on db table not going to the database.
The decimal values get cut off the Total of the numeric values with decimal values when MS ODBC for Oracle is used.
Summarizing in a report that contains a BLOB shuts down Impromptu.
[Imp] Cannot import a catalog to XML
SQL 2000 Stored Procedure not verifying in Imp Admin with OLE-DB Connection
Unable to load iwr 7.0 databases into iwr 7.1mr1
Impromptu Multi-Line
Impromptu and Impserver disappear when running report.
Attempting to create a report from a smart hotsite shuts down Impromptu.
Numbers in burst formatted crosstab show as ## rather than the expected values
Modification of Catalog calculation is not being used in existing reports
Oracle Ascii 7 BLOBs not added to catalog folders.
MR3 Requirement: Consistent word-wrapping behaviour between Impromptu screen reports and PDF generated output
LIKE_WITH_ESCAPE=F missing from cogdmd2.ini file
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